4) The viewer needs to be upgraded to both display and edit/annotate classification information. We want to be able to create a package of updates which can be shipped back and applied to the central archive. Initially this will just be classifications, but eventually it could also include flags of interesting, unlikely, or corrected values.

**Related issues:**
Blocked by InfoVeg - Bug #3840: Classification view/import/edit - CONTAINER BUG

**Status:** New
**Priority:** Normal
**Assignee:** Michael Lee
**Category:** ViewerDB
**Target version:** Unspecified
**Bugzilla-Id:** 3845

**Description**
4) The viewer needs to be upgraded to both display and edit/annotate classification information. We want to be able to create a package of updates which can be shipped back and applied to the central archive. Initially this will just be classifications, but eventually it could also include flags of interesting, unlikely, or corrected values.

**Related issues:**
Blocked by InfoVeg - Bug #3840: Classification view/import/edit - CONTAINER BUG

**History**

#1 - 03/27/2013 02:24 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 3845